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TRANSPONDER OPERATION

A transponder may, at any time, be adjusted to reply to
(a) Code 7600, to indicate a communication failure;
(b) Code 7700, to indicate an in-flight emergency; or
(c) Code 7500, to  indicate hijacking of the aircraft. (see unlawful interference)

UNLAWFUL INTERFERENCE (HIJACK)
Selection of the code activates an alarm system and points out the aircraft on radar displays. If the 
controller doubts that an aircraft is being hijacked (as could occur when a code change was requested 
and the hijack code appears rather than the assigned code), the controller willl say, CONFIRM 
SQUAWK SEVEN FIVE ZERO ZERO. If the pilot answers yes, the controller will alert the ATC system. 
If the pilot replies no, the controller will re-assign the proper code. If the pilot does not reply, the 
controller will take this as confirmation that the use of Code 7500 is intentional. If after using Code 
7500 an aircraft changes to Code 7700, or transmits a message including the phrase 
TRANSPONDER SEVEN SEVEN ZERO ZERO, it indicates that the aircraft is threatened by grave 
and imminent danger and requires immediate assistance.

TRAFFIC CONTROL LIGHT SIGNALS 
Pilots without radio equipment should observe the tower for light signals. Acknowledge signals in the 
daytime by movement of ailerons or rudder on the ground and by rocking wings in the air.  
Acknowledge signals at night by flashing aircraft lights.

FUEL DUMPING 
GENERAL
Whenever it is necessary to jettison fuel, the pilot should immediately notify ATC and provide 
information such as the course to be flown, the period of time and weather conditions.  ATC may 
suggest an alternate area where fuel should be dumped; aircraft will be encouraged to dump fuel on a 
constant heading over unpopulated areas and clear of heavy traffic.  When necessary information has 
been obtained, ATC will broadcast on appropriate frequencies a "fuel dumping advisory".  Pilots 
should advise ATC immediately when fuel dumping has been completed.  Environmental regulatory 
authorities must be notified of fuel jettisoning events.
MIL: Reporting shall be in accordance with 1 CAD HQ Uniform Spill Reporting Protocol. For detailed 
description of Aircraft Fuel Jettisoning, see 1 CAD ORDERS, Vol. 2, 2-004.

Color and Type 
of Signal On the Ground In Flight 
STEADY GREEN Clear for take-off Cleared to land
FLASHING GREEN Cleared to Taxi Return to landing (to be followed 

by steady green at proper time)
STEADY RED Stop Give way to other aircraft and 

continue circling
FLASHING RED Taxi clear of landing area 

(runway) in use
Airport unsafe-do not land

FLASHING WHITE Return to starting point on 
airport

RED PYROTECHNICAL LIGHT Not withstanding any previous 
instructions. 
Do not land for the time being.

Projectiles at 10 sec intervals which
burst into red and green lights or stars

Means: "You are in the vicinity of a 
prohibited,   danger or restricted 
area, alter course".
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MINIMIZING FUEL JETTISONING
No person shall jettison fuel from an aircraft in flight unless all appropriate measures are taken to 
minimize the danger to human life and the environment.  Fuel jettisoning shall only take place when 
necessary to ensure aviation safety insofar as:
(a) It is necessary to do so to achieve safe flying or landing conditions; or
(b) It is necessary to verify aircraft serviceability by conducting maintenance flight tests.

MINIMIZING THE IMPACT OF FUEL JETTISONING
Surface level impacts from fuel jettisoning are primarily dependent on the amount and type of fuel 
jettisoned, the altitude at which the jettisoning occurs, the location of jettisoning and the climatic 
conditions.  In all cases, fuel jettisoning shall:
(a) Be limited to the minimum amount necessary to ensure safe flight and landing conditions or to

verify aircraft serviceability;
(b) Unless emergency conditions dictate otherwise, be conducted at an altitude that will reduce to a

minimum the amount of fuel reaching the ground.  In non emergency conditions, 5000 feet AGL
shall be used as a minimum altitude; and

(c) Unless emergency conditions dictate otherwise, be conducted in designated areas.

SEARCH AND RESCUE
REQUEST FOR SEARCH AND RESCUE SERVICES 
As soon as information is received that an aircraft is overdue, operators or owners should 
immediately alert the nearest Search and Rescue Co-ordination Centre at the following telephone 
numbers:

Victoria Rescue Co-ordination Centre – 1-800-567-5111 or 250-363-2992 or cellular #SAR or
#727
Trenton Rescue Co-ordination Centre – 1-800-267-7270 or 613-965-3870
Halifax Rescue Co-ordination Centre – 1-800-565-1582 or Halifax 902-427-8200

NOTE: All Rescue Co-ordination Centres will accept collect telephone calls dealing with missing or
overdue aircraft.

RECOMMENDED PROCEDURES TO ASSIST IN SEARCH 
Always file a flight plan or flight itinerary.
Always follow the flight plan or flight itinerary.
Report position at regular intervals.
Always close a flight plan or flight itinerary.

IF YOU CRASH LAND
EMERGENCY LOCATOR TRANSMITTER (ELT):
An ELT is your lifeline to the Search and Rescue organization. When activated, it emits a distinctive
siren-like tone which drops in pitch with a rapid steady beat on 121.5 MHz and/or 243.0 MHz. This
sound can be readily detected by SARSAT-COSPAS satellites, airliners and military aircraft.
Properly maintained ELTs with serviceable batteries should provide continuous operation for at least
48 hours at a wide range of temperatures. Batteries which remain in service beyond their
recommended life may not provide sufficient power to produce a usable signal.
When to Activate (Emergency conditions):
The sudden deceleration which is characteristic of a crash or a forced landing should activate your 
ELT on impact. However, it is always safest to assume that the automatic feature failed, and 
manually place the ELT function switch to the "ON" position as soon as possible after the 
crash.  SARSAT-COSPAS satellites continually overfly Canada and will detect your ELT signals 
within 90 minutes. The satellites will alert the Search and Rescue organization to your distress and 
determine your position. Search aircraft will then home to your ELT.
ONCE YOU HAVE TURNED YOUR ELT "ON" IN AN EMERGENCY, DO NOT TURN IT OFF UNTIL 
YOU HAVE BEEN POSITIVELY LOCATED. SARSAT-COSPAS SATELLITES AND SEARCH 
AIRCRAFT REQUIRE CONTINUOUS TRANSMISSIONS FOR LOCALIZATION AND HOMING.  
INTERRUPTIONS TO THE SIGNAL WILL DELAY YOUR RESCUE.

Issue 153
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Maximizing Your Emergency Signal:
All ELTs currently operate on 406, 121.5 and/or 243.0 MHz and can be detected by COSPAS-
SARSAT satellites.  However, effective 01 February 2009, COSPAS-SARSAT satellites will not 
detect 121.5/243 MHz signals.  Due to their frequencies ELTs are effective only in line-of sight and 
only the 121.5/243 MHz beacons or the 406 MHz beacons with a 121.5 homing signal can be homed.  
For best range, the transmitter should be placed as high as possible on a level surface to reduce 
obstructions between it and the horizon. Raising an ELT from ground level to 2.44 m (8 ft.) increases 
the range by 20 to 40 percent. The antenna should be vertical to ensure optimum radiation of the 
signal. Placing the transmitter on a piece of metal or even the wing of the aircraft, if it is level, will 
provide the reflectivity to extend transmission range. Holding the transmitter close to the body in cold 
weather will not significantly increase battery power output. As the body will absorb most of the signal 
energy, such action could reduce the effective range of the transmission. If the ELT is permanently 
mounted in the aircraft, ensure that it has not been damaged and is still connected to the antenna. If 
possible, for 121.5/243 MHz ELTs, confirm their operation by selecting 121.5 or 243.0 MHz (as 
appropriate) on the aircraft radio and listening for the audible ELT tone.  406 MHz ELTs cannot be 
tested in this manner.  406 MHz ELTs have a self test function and an indicator to show that the 
internal test has been successful.  406 MHz ELTs should only be operationally activated in an 
emergency and only operationally tested at an approved test facility.  Note that the 406 MHz ELT 
transmits a digital signal that is detected by COSPAS-SARSAT satellites that broadcast that 
emergency signal to all COSPAS-SARSAT ground stations.  Therefore, 406 MHz ELT signals may 
be received by every one of the more than thirty COSPAS-SARSAT affiliated countries and these 
countries treat all 406 MHz ELT transmissions as an alert.  False 406 MHz ELT transmissions result 
in unnecessary search (UNSAR) activity. (Caution: If fuel fumes are present, do not turn on aircraft 
electrics).
Remember that the search will be conducted to locate your aircraft. If you land in an uninhabited area, 
stay with the aircraft and the ELT. The aircraft is easier to see than you are.  If possible, have smoke, 
flares or signal fires ready to attract the attention of search crews who are homing to your ELT. 
Smoke, flares and signal fires should be sited with due regard for fuel spills which resulted from the 
crash.

Non-Emergency Use of ELT:
If you have landed to wait out bad weather, or for some other non-emergency reason, AND NO 
EMERGENCY EXISTS, do not activate your ELT. However, if the delay will extend beyond:
(a) Flight plan-one hour past ETA;
(b) Flight itinerary; the SAR time specified, or 24 hours after the duration of the flight or the ETA

specified;
you will be reported overdue, and a search will begin.

To avoid an unnecessary search (UNSAR), notify the nearest ATS unit of the change to your flight 
plan, notification or itinerary. If you cannot contact an ATS unit, attempt to contact overflying aircraft 
and have them relay the message.
If you cannot contact anyone, a search will begin at the times shown above. At the appropriate time, 
switch your ELT to ON, and leave it ON until search crews locate you. Once located, use your aircraft 
radio to advise the SAR crew of your condition and intentions. The combination of ELT and COSPAS-
SARSAT works together to speed the rescue of survivors. The ELT "calls for help".  COSPAS-
SARSAT hears that call and promptly notifies SAR authorities, who then dispatch help. Delays in 
activating your ELT will result in delays to your rescue.

SEARCH AND RESCUE  (Cont’d)

10May2007 10May2007
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AIRCRAFT RADIOS 
If your radio is serviceable, you can use it to send a distress message. Aircraft battery life will be 
limited so you will have to decide when to transmit. The choice will be between saving the radio until 
after your ELT has run down as compared to transmitting a MAYDAY regularly in expectation of a 
ground station or passing aircraft hearing the signal. Be prepared to transmit your MAYDAY blind, i.e. 
don't expect a reply. Also, if you know your position or approximate position, include it in the 
MAYDAY.
If you have an HF radio, it might be more effective than VHF or UHF. The HF's range of several 
thousand miles is much greater than the line-of-sight capability of VHF and UHF, and for this reason, 
is particularly useful in uninhabited and off-airways areas. The recommended HF frequency is 5680 
KHz, a long-range communications channel monitored by many flight information centres for remote 
areas of Canada. The recommended time for distress signals is 15 and 45 minutes after each hour for 
3 minutes' duration. Canada maintains two networks of direction-finding stations that can pinpoint the 
source of HF transmissions made anywhere in the country.
If you use your VHF or UHF, you should normally transmit on the emergency frequencies of 121.5 or 
243.0. However, if you use your radio while your ELT is transmitting, don't transmit on the ELT 
frequency: chose instead a working frequency that ground stations or passing aircraft are likely to 
monitor.
GROUND-TO-AIR SIGNALS 
Even if no ELT or distress signal has been received, a visual search will commence as indicated in 
your Flight Plan, or Flight Itinerary. The search will start along your filed track, between your last 
known position and your destination, and expand from there. Searchers will be looking for anything 
out of the ordinary and their eyes will be drawn to any unnatural feature on the ground.  Your aircraft 
has the best chance of being spotted if large portions of its wings and tail are painted in vivid colours. 
Keep your aircraft cleared of snow.
Many searches take at least 24 hours before rescue is accomplished. As soon as possible after 
landing, build a campfire. Make your site as conspicuous as possible. A smoke/smudge fire of green 
material should be prepared for instant lighting should you see or hear an aircraft. Three fires in a 
triangle is the standard distress signal. One of the best conspicuity items now available on the market 
is a cloth panel of brilliant fluorescent colour. It is staked to the ground during the  day and used as a 
highly effective ground signal. It can also be used as a lean-to shelter and it supplies warmth as a 
blanket.

SEARCH AND RESCUE  (Cont’d)
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The following symbols are to be used to communicate with aircraft when an emergency exists.   
Symbols 1 to 5 are internationally accepted; 6 to 9 are for use in Canada only

     TABLE 1       TABLE 2

 NO. MESSAGE
CODE

SYMBOL  NO. MESSAGE
 CODE

SYMBOL

1  Require assistance 6  All is well

2  Require medical assistance 7  Require food and water

3  No or negative 8  Require fuel and oil

4  Yes or affirmative 9  Need repairs

5  Proceeding in this direction

NOTE:
– Use strips of fabric or parachutes, pieces of wood, stones or any other available material to 

make the symbols.
– Endeavour to provide as big a colour contrast as possible between the material used for the  

symbols and the background against which the symbols are exposed.
– Symbols should be at least 8 ft. in height or larger, if possible. Care should be taken to lay out 

symbols exactly as depicted to avoid confusion with other symbols.
– A space of 10 feet should separate the elements of symbol 6.

PROCEDURES WHEN SPOTTING SOMEONE IN DISTRESS 
When a pilot observes an aircraft or surface craft in distress, he shall, if possible:
(a) keep the craft in sight until such time as his presence is no longer necessary;
(b) If his position is not known, attempt to establish it;
(c) report to the Rescue Co-ordination Centre or Air Traffic Control Unit the following information:

–  time of observation
–  position of craft
–  general description of scene
–  apparent physical condition of persons.

SMALL CRAFT DISTRESS SIGNALS 
Small craft may display distress or urgency signals as shown below

SEARCH AND RESCUE  (Cont’d)
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DIRECTIONS TO SHIPS: 
Signals used by aircraft engaged in search and rescue operations to direct ships towards an aircraft, 
ship or person in distress.
(a) CIRCLE the vessel at least once.
(b) CROSS the vessel's projected course close AHEAD at low altitude while ROCKING the  wings

(see note).
(c) HEAD in the direction in which vessel is to be directed.
(d) When assistance of the vessel is no longer required, CROSS the vessel's wake close ASTERN

at low altitude while ROCKING the wings (see note).
NOTE: Opening and closing the throttle or changing the propeller pitch may also be practiced as  an

alternative means of attracting attention to that of rocking wings. However, this form of
sound signal may be less effective than the visual signal of rocking the wings owing to high
noise level on board the vessel.

WATER CRAFT will normally change direction if able to comply. If unable to comply, it will hoist 
International flag "N" or give other visual signals. Crossing the stern of the boat at low altitude, 
opening and closing the throttle or changing the propeller pitch will indicate that the assistance of the 
boat is no longer required.

                                                                                                                     

INTERNATIONAL FLAG "N" over "C"

AVOIDANCE OF SEARCH AND RESCUE AREAS  
It has been reported that pilots of private and commercial aircraft, not under the control of the 
Canadian Forces during air searches, are seriously interfering with and jeopardizing the safety of 
aircraft engaged in search operations.
Such interference is occasioned by pilots flying unnecessarily through the search area, whose  
bounds have been established at the commencement of the search by a NOTAM, at heights below 
2,000 feet above ground level.
In the interest of safety, and efficient search and rescue operations, pilots of aircraft not engaged in 
this activity are to avoid airspace in the area specified by NOTAM whenever possible. Extreme 
caution should be exercised whenever it is necessary to enter this airspace.

SEARCH AND RESCUE  (Cont’d)

BLUE

BLACK

WHITE

ORANGE

Any type of ball shape over
or under any square flag or
cloth.
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EMERGENCY RADAR ASSISTANCE  
1. Emergency radar assistance is available on a 24 hour basis to identified aircraft within the limits

of any Air Defense Identification Zone. The military radar system can at the discretion of the
operator, provide the following services to aircraft; track, ground speed checks, position and
bearing to the nearest airport or other designated points. Canadian military assistance provides
bearing in degrees true. The radar assistance provided is advisory only and does not absolve
the aircraft commander of the responsibility for safe navigation of the aircraft and compliance
with air traffic control clearance or other required procedures.

2. Contact the Sector Air Operations Centre (SAOC) on frequencies 121.5 and 243.0. In the
Domestic ADIZ, 364.2 is also available. Example: "Radar Assistance," aircraft call sign.
Subsequent calls should address the specific ROCC answering the initial call.

EMERGENCY SURVEILLANCE RADAR APPROACHES: 
Surveillance radar approaches will be provided by ATC, if:
(a) ATC radar coverage is adequate,
(b) no alternative method of approach is available, and
(c) the pilot declares an emergency and requests a radar approach.
NOTE: NAV CANADA radars are not flight-checked or commissioned for surveillance approaches,

nor are NAV CANADA controllers specifically trained to conduct them.

EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS PROCEDURES
DEGREES OF EMERGENCY:
Type Radio R/T

Signal
C/W Signal Usage

DISTRESS MAYDAY SOS When you are threatened by serious and imminent 
danger and require immediate assistance, (ditching, 
crash landing, bailout, etc.). To give distress 
message for others unable to transmit. To relay a 
distress message. A distress message has priority 
over all other messages.

URGENCY PAN PAN XXX When your situation requires urgent action, but is not 
actual distress (lost, fuel shortage, etc.). To report 
concerning the safety of an aircraft, ship or other 
vehicle or of some person on board or within sight. 
An urgency message has priority over all other 
messages except distress.

COMMUNICATION PROCEDURES:
(a) Switch on all automatic emergency equipment.
(b) Transmit appropriate distress call on A/G freq in use or on 121.5 followed by the distress

message.
NOTE: 121.5 MHz may also be used to establish communications when the aircraft is not equipped

with the published frequencies or when equipment failure precludes the use of normal
channel.

Satellite communication equipped aircraft call the appropriate Air Traffic Services Unit by using the 
Inmarsat telephone number. The Inmarsat numbers for Canadian Flight Information Regions (FIR) for 
non-routine flight safety calls only are as follows:

Gander Oceanic FIR – 431603
Gander Domestic FIR – 431602
Moncton FIR – 431604
Montréal FIR – 431605
Toronto FIR – 431606
Winnipeg FIR – 431608
Edmonton FIR – 431601
Vancouver FIR – 431607
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MESSAGE FORM:
1. (a) VOICE - MAYDAY, MAYDAY, MAYDAY, THIS IS, aircraft call sign (3 times).

(b) CW - SOS, SOS, SOS, aircraft call sign (3 times).
2. TYPE OF AIRCRAFT.
3. POSITION OR ESTIMATED POSITION (state which) and TIME (when geographic coordinates

are used, express latitude and longitude in "degrees and minutes".)
4. HEADING (state true or magnetic) AND INDICATED AIRSPEED.
5. ALTITUDE or FLIGHT LEVEL.
6. NATURE OF EMERGENCY.
7. PILOT'S INTENTIONS (bail out, ditching, crash landing, etc.).

CANCELLATION:
When the aircraft is no longer in distress, transmit a message cancelling the state of distress on the 
same frequency if possible, as was used for the distress call.
IFF/SIF/TRANSPONDER OPERATION
Emergency                  IFF Control Box - Select Emergency

SIF and Transponder - Mode A/3 Code 7700
Communication Failure   Mode A/3 Code 7600

RADAR ALERTING MANOEUVRES:
1. When lost or in distress and unable to make radio contact, attempt to alert all available radar

systems as follows:
(a) activate IFF/SIF to EMERGENCY;
(b) guard emergency frequencies;
(c) fly two triangular patterns as depicted, resume course, repeat at 5 minute intervals.

TAS 300 Kts or less - fly TWO minute legs
TAS more than 300 Kts - fly ONE minute legs

2. If distressed aircraft is flying at night or in limited visibility, landing lights, navigation lights should
be turned on to assist the interceptor.

3. If radar contact is established, a rescue aircraft will be dispatched for intercept.
4. Upon successful interception the interceptor and the distressed aircraft should attempt radio

contact. If this is not possible, the following visual signals should be used.
NOTE: If flying at a low altitude an attempt should be made to climb, as the greater the altitude of the

aircraft, the better chances of its being detected.
NOTE: For more detailed information on radar coverage see TC AIM, SAR para 4.5. 

EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS PROCEDURES  (Cont’d)

RECEIVER OPERATING ONLY
FLY TO RIGHT

RECEIVE AND TRANSMITTER
NOT OPERATING

FLY TO LEFT
120° turns
as tight as
practicable
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TWO WAY COMMUNICATIONS FAILURE  
It is impossible to provide regulations and procedures applicable to all possible situations associated 
with two-way communications failure. During a communications failure when confronted by a 
situation not covered in the regulations, pilots are expected to exercise good judgement in whatever 
action they elect to take. The following procedures are the standard communications failure 
procedures. However, they may be superseded by specific procedures which take precedence. For 
example, some SID procedures may have specific published communications failure procedures.
GENERAL: Unless otherwise authorized by ATC, the pilot-in-command of an aircraft that 
experiences a two-way communications failure when operating in or cleared to enter controlled 
airspace under IFR, or is operating in or cleared to enter Class B or C airspace under VFR shall: 
1. if transponder equipped-select the transponder to reply to Mode A/3 code 7600 interrogations;
2. maintain a listening watch on appropriate frequencies for control messages or further

clearances; acknowledge receipt of any such messages by any means available, including
selective use of the normal/standby functions of transponders; and

3. attempt to contact any ATC facility or another aircraft and inform them of the difficulty and
request they relay information to the ATC control facility with whom communications are
intended.

4. NAV CANADA publishes the phone numbers of area control centres, control towers, flight
information centres and flight service stations in the Canada Flight Supplement.  In the event of
an in-flight radio communications failure, and only after normal communications failure
procedures have been followed (see TC AIM, RAC 6.3.2.1), the pilot in command may attempt
to contact the appropriate NAV CANADA air traffic services unit by means of a cellular
telephone.

IFR FLIGHT PLAN 
1. Visual Meteorological Conditions: If the failure occurs in visual meteorological conditions, or

if visual meteorological conditions are encountered after the failure, the pilot-in-command shall
continue the flight under VFR and land as soon as practicable.

NOTE: This procedure applies in any class of airspace. The primary purpose is to preclude
extended IFR operation in controlled airspace in visual meteorological conditions. However,
it is not intended that the requirement to "land as soon as ‘practicable' be construed to mean
‘land as soon as possible'". The pilot retains the prerogative of exercising his/her best
judgement and is not required to land at an unauthorized airport, at an airport unsuitable for
the type of aircraft flown, or to land only minutes short of destination.

2. Instrument Meteorological Conditions: If the failure occurs in instrument meteorological
conditions, or if the flight cannot be continued under visual meteorological conditions, the pilot-
in-command shall continue the flight according to the following:
(a) Route 

(i) by the route assigned in the last ATC clearance received and acknowledged; or
(ii) if being radar vectored, by the direct route from the point of communications failure

to the fix, route, or airway specified in the vector clearance; or
(iii) in the absence of an assigned route, by the route that ATC has advised may be

expected in a further clearance; or
(iv) in the absence of an assigned route or a route that ATC has advised may be

expected in a further clearance, by the route filed in the flight plan.
(b) Altitude  

At the HIGHEST of the following altitude or flight levels for the ROUTE SEGMENT BEING
FLOWN:
(i) the altitude(s) or flight level(s) assigned in the last ATC clearance received, and

acknowledged; or
(ii) the minimum IFR altitude (see TC AIM, RAC for definition); or
(iii) the altitude or flight level ATC has advised may be expected in a further clearance.

(The pilot shall commence climb to this altitude/FL at the time or point specified by
ATC to expect further clearance/altitude change.)

10 Apr 2008 10 Apr 2008
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Note 1: The intent of the above is that an aircraft which has experienced communications failure will,
during any segment of a flight, be flown at an altitude that provides the required obstacle
clearance.

Note 2: If the failure occurs while being vectored at a radar vectoring altitude which is lower than a
published IFR altitude, then the pilot shall immediately climb to and maintain the appropriate
minimum IFR altitude until arrival at the fix, route or airway specified in the clearance.

(c) Descent for Approach
Maintain enroute altitude to the navigation facility or the approach fix to be used for the
instrument approach procedure selected and commence an appropriate descent
prodedure at whichever of the following times is the most recent:
(i) the expected time of arrival (ETA as calculated from take-off time plus the filed or

amended (with ATC) estimated time enroute);
(ii) the estimated time of arrival last notified to and acknowledged by ATC; or
(iii) the expected approach time (EAT) last received and acknowledged

If failure occurs after receiving and acknowledging a holding instruction, hold as directed and 
commence an instrument approach at the expected approach time or expected further clearance 
time, whichever has been issued.
Note 1: If the holding fix is not a fix from which an approach begins, leave the fix at the expected

further clearance time if one has been received, or, if none has been received, upon arrival
over the clearance limit, and proceed to a fix from which an approach begins.   Commence
descent and/or approach as close as possible to the estimated time of arrival as calculated
from the filed estimated time enroute or as amended with ATC.

Note 2: If cleared for a conventional or RNAV STAR, maintain the appropriate altitude described in
paragraph b. "Altitude" and proceed to the final approach fix via:

(a) the published routing; or
(b) the published routing to the segment where radar vectors are depicted to commence,

then direct to the facility or fix serving the runway advertised on the ATIS or specified in
the ATC clearance, for a straight-in approach, if able, or to conduct the full procedure if
one is published.

(c) for a closed RNAV STAR, by flying the arrival as published, including any vertical and/or
speed requirements depicted in the procedure, and intercepting the final approach course
for a straight-in approach; or

(d) for an open RNAV STAR, by flying the arrival as published, including any vertical and/or
speed requirements depicted in the procedure.  The pilot is expected to delete the
heading leg at the downwind termination waypoint (DTW), to initiate an auto-turn at the
DTW to the final approach course fix (FACF) and to intercept the final approach course for
a straight-in approach.

For flights to the United States, communication failure procedures are essentially the same, but it is 
the pilots responsibility to consult the appropriate American publications.
Some instrument procedures do not include a procedure turn but include a statement, "RADAR 
REQUIRED", as part of the procedure. The initial approach segment of these instrument procedures 
is being provided by ATC radar vectors. Without ATC radar vectoring, the instrument procedure may 
not have a published initial approach segment.

TWO WAY COMMUNICATIONS FAILURE  (Cont’d) 
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Should an aircraft communication failure occur while being vectored on one of these approaches, 
separately or as part of a STAR, the pilot is expected to comply with the communication failure 
procedure by selecting the transponder to MODE A/3 CODE 7600 immediately. Pilots should always 
be aware of the traffic situation, (i.e., ATC may have indicated that your aircraft was number two for an 
approach to runway 06L), and under these circumstances continue the flight along the route that 
normally would have been expected under radar vectoring. In some cases, this may necessitate a 
pilot to "dead reckon" or "DR" a route to the final approach course. It is important to other aircraft and 
ATC for the communication failed aircraft to continue the flight along a route that would permit the 
aircraft to conduct a straight-in approach and landing without unexpected manoeuvring. Pilots are 
expected to exercise good judgment in these cases. Unexpected manoeuvres, such as turns away 
from the final approach course, may cause traffic disruptions and conflicts.
If the communication failure occurs while being vectored at a radar vectoring altitude which is lower 
than a published IFR altitude (i.e., Minimum Sector Altitude 25 NM), the pilot shall immediately climb 
to and maintain the appropriate minimum IFR altitude until arrival at a fix associated with the 
instrument procedure.
Modern technology has introduced new onboard communications capabilities, such as airborne 
telephone communications. Pilots who are confronted with an aircraft communications failure may, if 
circumstances permit, utilize this new onboard technology to establish communications with the 
appropriate ATC units. NAV CANADA publishes the phone numbers of ACCs, control towers, and 
FSS units in the Canada Flight Supplement.

NORTH ATLANTIC TRAFFIC 
The following procedures are intended to provide general guidance for North Atlantic (NAT) aircraft 
experiencing a communications failure. These procedures are intended to complement and not 
supersede state procedures/regulations, as contained in the preceding section under "TWO WAY 
COMMUNICATIONS FAILURE" (pages F9 to F11). It is not possible to provide guidance for all 
situations associated with a communications failure.
1. General

(a) If so equipped, the pilot of an aircraft experiencing a two-way radio communications
failure shall operate the secondary radar transponder on identity (Mode A) Code 7600
and Mode C.

(b) The pilot shall also attempt to contact any ATC facility and inform them of the difficulty and
request they relay information to the ATC facility with whom communications are
intended.

2. Communications Failure Prior To Entering NAT Oceanic Airspace
(a) If operating with a received and acknowledged oceanic clearance, the pilot shall enter

oceanic airspace at the cleared oceanic entry point, level and speed, and proceed in
accordance with the received and acknowledged oceanic clearance. Any level or speed
changes required to comply with the oceanic clearance shall be completed within the
vicinity of the oceanic entry point.  The 'cleared oceanic flight level' is the flight level
contained in the oceanic clearance.

(b) If operating without a received and acknowledged oceanic clearance, the pilot shall enter
oceanic airspace at the first oceanic entry point, level and speed, as contained in the filed
flight plan and proceed via the filed flight plan route to landfall. The first oceanic level and
speed shall be maintained to landfall.

3. Communications Failure Prior to Exiting NAT Oceanic Airspace
(a) If cleared on flight plan route, the pilot shall proceed in accordance with the last received

and acknowledged oceanic clearance to the last specified oceanic route point, normally
landfall, then continue on the flight plan route. Maintain the last assigned oceanic level
and speed to landfall. After passing the last specified oceanic route point, conform with
the relevant State procedures/regulations.

(b) If cleared on other than flight plan route, the pilot shall proceed in accordance with the last
received and acknowledged oceanic clearance, including level and speed, to the last
specified oceanic route point, normally landfall. After passing this point, the pilot shall
conform with the relevant State procedures and regulations, rejoining the filed flight plan
route by proceeding, via published ATS routes where possible, to the next significant
point ahead as contained in the filed flight plan.

TWO WAY COMMUNICATIONS FAILURE  (Cont’d) 
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INFORMATION SIGNALS  
Fuel Status. Make drinking motion with closed hand, thumb extended toward mouth. Report 
estimated flying time remaining at present cruise condition, by extending fingers, each finger to 
indicate ten minutes, a closed hand indicating one hour. (Example: clenched fist followed by three 
fingers will mean one hour and a half.)

System Preparatory Signal Execution Signal
(a) Airbrakes in or out Biting motion with hand; fingers and thumb 

meeting and opening alternately.
Nod of head

(b) Flaps up or down Hand flat - Fingers forward. Downward motion 
of hand from wrist to lower flaps -  reverse 
motion to raise flaps.

Nod of head

(c) Landing gear up or
down

To signal intent to extend or retract the 
undercarriage, hold a closed hand forward of 
your head and rotate it in a circular motion in 
the vertical plane.

Nod of head

Note 1: Preparatory signals will be given at least twice.
Note 2: The execution signal is to be given when aircraft in formation are ready to activate the

appropriate system.
Request Tower Permission to Land. Fly aircraft past the tower, if possible alongside the runway 
parallel to the landing direction at a height of 500 feet (150 metres) - with all available lights flashing, 
slowly rocking wings until the upwind end of the runway is reached. Climb and turn downwind 
checking for light or pyrotechnic signals from the tower or mobile control (if available).  Excercise 
extreme caution to avoid other aircraft.

MILITARY VISUAL SIGNALS
DAY EMERGENCY:
Attention will first be attracted by rocking the wings of the aircraft laterally.
Bailing Out. One or both clenched fists pulled downwards across the face to simulate pulling the 
ejection blind.
Desire to Land.  Movement of the hand, flat, palm downwards, from above the head towards and 
downwards, finishing the movement in a similated round-out. Alternatively, lower the landing gear.
Systems Failures. The HEFOE signals are to be used only when radio contact is not possible. The 
pilot will clench his fist and hold it to the top of the canopy. After this signal he will show the required 
number of fingers to indicate which system is malfunctioning.
(a) Hydraulic - one finger;
(b) Electrical - two fingers;
(c) Fuel - three fingers;
(d) Oxygen - four fingers;
(e) Engine - five fingers;
The pilot receiving the signal will repeat it to show acknowledgement.
If either the one finger signal is received or the intercepting pilot is unable to understand the signal 
given, he is to assume that the aircraft in distress has one or more systems inoperative and is to 
proceed with extreme caution.
Radio Failure. Tap microphone or earphone and signal as appropriate.
THUMBS-UP or THUMBS-DOWN. The signals will indicate satisfaction or dissatisfaction.
NIGHT EMERGENCY:
Attention will first be attracted by switching on the landing light(s), or taxi light(s) or by other means of 
illumination. Because night signals will be difficult to understand only one night signal shall be used:
(a) Repeated intermittent Flashes with a flashlight. This signal indicates that the aircraft is in

distress and wishes to land as soon as possible. The intercepting aircraft should assume that
the aircraft in distress has one or more inoperative systems and is to proceed with extreme
caution.

(b) Care should be taken not to dazzle the other pilot with the flashlight.
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INTERCEPTION OF CIVIL AIRCRAFT 
Interceptions are made only where the possibility is considered to exist that an unidentified aircraft 
may be truly hostile until definitely proven to the contrary. Intercepted aircraft should maintain a steady 
course and under no circumstances take retaliatory action such as shining a light on an interceptor or 
attempt evasive action. Retaliatory action on the part of an intercepted aircraft could be construed a 
hostile intent and might result in drastic consequences.

Practice interceptions are not carried out on civil aircraft

INTERCEPTION SIGNALS 

The word "interception"  in this context does not include intercept and escort service provided, on 
request, to an aircraft in distress, in accordance with the ICAO Search and Rescue Manual (Doc. 
7333).
An aircraft which is intercepted by another aircraft shall immediately:
(a) follow the instructions given by the intercepting aircraft, interpreting and responding to visual

signals (see following page);
(b) notify, if possible, the appropriate air traffic services unit;
(c) attempt to establish radio communication with the intercepting aircraft or with the appropriate

intercept control unit, by making a general call on the emergency frequency 121.5 MHz and
repeating this call on the emergency frequency 243.0 MHz, if practicable giving the identify and
position of the aircraft and the nature of the flight;

(d) if equipped with transponder select Mode A Code 7700, unless otherwise instructed by the
appropriate air traffic services unit.

 If any instructions received by radio from any sources conflict with those given by the intercepting 
aircraft by visual or radio signals, the intercepted aircraft shall request immediate clarification while 
continuing to comply with the instructions given by the intercepting aircraft.
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SIGNALS FOR USE IN THE EVENT OF INTERCEPTION 
SIGNALS INITIATED BY INTERCEPTING AIRCRAFT AND RESPONSES

BY INTERCEPTED AIRCRAFT

SERIES

INTERCEPTING
AIRCRAFT
SIGNALS MEANING

INTERCEPTED
AIRCRAFT

RESPONDS  MEANING
      1 DAY-Rocking wings from a position

in front and, normally, to the left of
intercepted aircraft and, after
acknowledgement, a slow level turn,
normally to the left, on to the desired
heading.
Flares dispensed in immediate
vicinity.
NIGHT - Same and, in addition
flashing navigational lights at
irregular intervals.
Flares dispensed in immediate
vicinity.
NOTE 1. Meteorological conditions
or terrain may require the
intercepting aircraft to take up a
position in front and to the right of
the intercepted aircraft and to make
the subsequent turn to the right.
NOTE 2.  If the intercepted aircraft is
not able to keep pace with the
intercepting aircraft, the latter is
expected to fly a series of race-track
patterns and to rock its wings each
time it passes the intercepted
aircraft.   

You have
been
intercepted
Follow me.

AEROPLANES:
DAY - Rocking wings
and following. 
NIGHT - Same and, in
addition flashing
navigational lights at 
irregular intervals.
HELICOPTERS:
DAY or NIGHT - 
Rocking aircraft, 
flashing navigational 
lights at irregular 
intervals and following.
NOTE - Additional 
action by intercepted 
aircraft is prescribed 
on preceding page in 
para
"INTERCEPTION 
SIGNALS"

Understood,
will comply.

       2 DAY or NIGHT - An abrupt
breakaway manoeuvre from the
intercepting aircraft consisting of a
climbing turn of 90 degrees or more
without crossing the line of flight of
the intercepted aircraft. 

You may 
proceed.

AEROPLANES:
DAY or NIGHT - 
Rocking wings.
HELICOPTERS:
DAY or NIGHT -
Rocking aircraft.   

Understood,
will comply.

       3 DAY - Circling aerodrome, lowering
landing gear and overflying runway
in direction of landing or, if the
intercepted aircraft is a helicopter,
overflying the helicopter landing
area.
NIGHT - Same and, in addition,
showing steady landing lights.

Land at 
this 
aerodrome.

AEROPLANES:
DAY -Lowering landing
gear, following the 
intercepting aircraft 
and, if after overflying 
the runway landing is 
considered safe, 
proceeding to land.
NIGHT-Same and, in 
addition showing 
steady landing lights 
(if carried).
HELICOPTERS:
DAY or NIGHT - 
Following the 
intercepting aircraft 
and proceeding to 
land, showing a steady
landing light (if 
carried). 

Understood,
will comply.
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 4 AEROPLANES:
DAY - Raising landing gear while
passing over landing runway at a
height exceeding 300m (1000 ft) but
not exceeding 600m (2000 ft) above
the aerodrome level, and continuing
to circle the aerodrome.

NIGHT - Flashing landing lights
while passing over landing runway
at a height exceeding 300m (1000
ft) but not exceeding 600m (2000 ft)
above the aerodrome level, and
continuing to circle the aerodrome. If
unable to flash landing lights, flash
any other lights available.

Aerodrome
you have
designated
is 
inadequate

DAY or NIGHT - If it is
desired that the
intercepted aircraft
follow the intercepting
aircraft to an alternate
aerodrome, the
intercepting aircraft
raises its landing gear
and uses the Series 1
signals prescribed for
intercepting aircraft.

Understood
Follow me.

If it is decided to
release the intercepted
aircraft, the intercepting
aircraft uses the Series
2  signals prescribed for
intercepting aircraft. 

Understood
you may 
proceed.

       5 AEROPLANES:
DAY or NIGHT - Regular switching
on and off of all available lights but in
such a manner as to be distinct from
flashing lights.  

Cannot
comply.

DAY or NIGHT - Use 
Series 2 signals 
prescribed for 
intercepting aircraft. 

Understood.

        6 AEROPLANES:
DAY or NIGHT - Irregular flashing of
all available lights.  

HELICOPTERS:
DAY or NIGHT - Irregular flashing of
all available lights.  

In distress DAY or NIGHT - Use
Series 2 signals 
prescribed for 
intercepting aircraft. 

Understood.

SIGNALS FOR USE IN THE EVENT OF INTERCEPTION   (Cont’d)
SIGNALS INITIATED BY INTERCEPTING AIRCRAFT AND RESPONSES

BY INTERCEPTED AIRCRAFT

SERIES

INTERCEPTING
AIRCRAFT
SIGNALS MEANING

INTERCEPTED
AIRCRAFT

RESPONDS  MEANING
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	LANSDOWNE HOUSE
	LA ROMAINE
	LA RONGE (BARBER FIELD)
	LA RONGE
	LA SARRE
	LA SARRE
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	LA TABATIÈRE
	LA TUQUE
	LAURIE RIVER
	LEADER
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	LEASK
	LEBEL-SUR-QUÉVILLON
	LEFROY
	LEMBERG
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	LEOVILLE
	LETHBRIDGE
	LETHBRIDGE / ANDERSON
	LETHBRIDGE (REGIONAL HOSP)
	LEWVAN (FARR AIR)
	LIEGE / CNRL
	LIKELY
	LILLOOET
	LILLOOET (CARIBOO CHILCOTIN)
	LINDSAY
	LISTOWEL
	LITTLE BEAR LAKE
	LITTLE CHURCHILL RIVER
	LITTLE CURRENT (MANITOULIN HEALTH CENTRE)
	LITTLE GRAND RAPIDS
	LITTLE PARKER ISLAND
	LIVERPOOL (QUEENS GENERAL HOSP)
	LIVERPOOL / SOUTH SHORE REGIONAL
	LLOYDMINSTER
	LONDON
	LONDON / CHAPESKIE FIELD
	LONDON (UNIVERSITY HOSP)
	LONDON (VICTORIA HOSP)
	LONG POND
	LOON LAKE
	LOON RIVER
	LOUISEVILLE
	LOURDES-DE-BLANC-SABLON
	LOURDES-DE-JOLIETTE
	LOWER EAST PUBNICO (LA FIELD)
	LUCAN
	LUCKNOW AIRPARK
	LUCKY LAKE
	LUMSDEN (COLHOUN)
	LUMSDEN (METZ)
	LUNDAR
	LUSELAND
	LUTSELK’E
	LYNN LAKE
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	MABEL LAKE
	MACDONALD
	MacGREGOR
	MACKENZIE
	MACKLIN
	MACMILLAN PASS
	MADRONA BAY
	MAIDSTONE
	MAKKOVIK
	MALCOLM ISLAND
	MANIC-5
	MANITOU
	MANITOUWADGE
	MANITOUWADGE (GEN HOSP)
	MANITOWANING / MANITOULIN EAST MUNI
	MANIWAKI
	MANNING
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	MANSONVILLE
	MAPLE CREEK
	MARATHON
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	MAREK FARMS
	MARGAREE
	MARGARET LAKE
	MARKDALE (CENTRE GREY GEN HOSP)
	MARY RIVER
	MARY'S HARBOUR
	MASSET
	MATAGAMI
	MATANE
	MATHESON ISLAND
	MATTAWA
	MAYERTHORPE
	MAYERTHORPE (HEALTHCARE CENTRE)
	MAYNE ISLAND (MEDICAL EMERGENCY)
	MAYO
	McARTHUR RIVER
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	McCREARY
	McQUESTEN
	MEADOW LAKE
	MEAFORD (GEN HOSP)
	MEDICINE HAT
	MEDICINE HAT / SCHLENKER
	MELBOURNE
	MELFORT (MILLER FIELD)
	MELITA
	MELVILLE MUNI
	MERRITT
	MIDDLETON (SOLDIERS MEMORIAL HOSP)
	MIDLAND / HURONIA
	MIDLAND (HURONIA DISTRICT HOSP)
	MIDWAY
	MILK RIVER
	MILTON (AFI)
	MILTON (DISTRICT HOSP)
	MIMINISKA
	MINDEMOYA (HOSP)
	MINDEN (HOSP)
	MINNEDOSA
	MIQUELON
	MIRAMICHI
	MISSION (MEM HOSP)
	MISSION (PUBLIC SAFETY)
	MOBIL BISTCHO
	MOLSON LAKE
	MONCTON / GREATER MONCTON INTL
	MONCTON / McEWEN
	MONCTON / SALISBURY
	MONT-JOLI
	MONT-LAURIER
	MONTMAGNY
	MONTRÉAL / AÉROPARC ÎLE PERROT
	MONTRÉAL (BELL)
	MONTRÉAL EAST (AIM)
	MONTRÉAL INTL (MIRABEL)
	MONTRÉAL / KRUGER
	MONTRÉAL / LAVAL (ARTOPEX PLUS)
	MONTRÉAL / LES CÈDRES
	MONTRÉAL / LES CÈDRES
	MONTRÉAL / LONGUEUIL (CENTRE HOSPITALIER PIERRE-BOUCHER)
	MONTRÉAL / MARINA VENISE
	MONTRÉAL / MASCOUCHE
	MONTRÉAL / PIERRE ELLIOTT TRUDEAU INTL
	MONTRÉAL / POINT ZERO
	MONTRÉAL (SACRÉ-COEUR)
	MONTRÉAL / ST-HUBERT
	MONTRÉAL / ST-HUBERT HELICRAFT
	MONTRÉAL / ST-LAZARE
	MONT-TREMBLANT / ST-JOVITE
	MOOSE FACTORY
	MOOSE JAW / AIR VICE MARSHAL C.M. McEWEN VFR TERMINAL PROCEDURES CHART
	MOOSE JAW / AIR VICE MARSHAL C.M. McEWEN
	MOOSE JAW MUNI
	MOOSE LAKE (LODGE)
	MOOSOMIN
	MOOSONEE
	MORDEN REGIONAL
	MORRISBURG
	MOUNT BELCHER
	MOUNT FOREST (LOUISE MARSHALL HOSP)
	MULE CREEK
	MUSKEG TOWER
	MUSKOKA
	MUSKRAT DAM

	N
	NAHANNI BUTTE
	NAICAM
	NAIN
	NAKINA
	NAKUSP
	NAMUR LAKE
	NANAIMO
	NANAIMO (REGIONAL GEN HOSP)
	NANAIMO (WEST COAST)
	NANISIVIK
	NARAMATA
	NATASHQUAN
	NATUASHISH
	NEEPAWA
	NEILBURG
	NEJANILINI LAKE
	NEKWEAGA BAY
	NELSON
	NEMISCAU
	NESTOR FALLS
	NEW GLASGOW (ABERDEEN HOSP)
	NEW LISKEARD
	NEW LISKEARD (TEMISKAMING HOSP)
	NEW LOWELL
	NEW WESTMINSTER (ROYAL COLUMBIAN HOSP)
	NIAGARA FALLS
	NIAGARA FALLS / NIAGARA SOUTH
	NICOLET
	NIPAWIN
	NIPIGON (DISTRICT MEM HOSP)
	NIXON
	NORMAN WELLS
	NORTH BATTLEFORD (CAMERON McINTOSH)
	NORTH BAY
	NORTH SEAL RIVER
	NORTH SPIRIT LAKE
	NORWAY HOUSE
	NORWOOD
	NUELTIN LAKE

	O
	OAK HAMMOCK AIR PARK
	OAKVILLE (TRAFALGAR MEM HOSP)
	OBRE LAKE / NORTH OF SIXTY
	OGILVIE
	OGOKI POST
	OIE LAKE / DOUGALL CAMPBELL FIELD
	OLD CROW
	OLDS-DIDSBURY
	OLDS (HOSP)
	OLDS (NETOOK)
	OLIVER
	ONE HUNDRED MILE HOUSE
	108 MILE AIRPORT
	OPAPIMISKAN LAKE
	OPINACA
	ORANGEVILLE / MURRAY WESLEY KOT FIELD
	ORILLIA
	ORILLIA (ONTARIO PROVINCIAL POLICE)
	ORTON / SMITH FIELD
	OSHAWA
	OSOYOOS
	OSPIKA
	OTTAWA / CARP
	OTTAWA (CHILDREN'S HOSP)
	OTTAWA (CIVIC HOSP)
	OTTAWA / DWYER HILL
	OTTAWA / GATINEAU
	OTTAWA / GATINEAU (CASINO)
	OTTAWA / MACDONALD-CARTIER INTL
	OTTAWA / ROCKCLIFFE
	OTTER LAKE
	OUTLOOK
	OWEN SOUND / BILLY BISHOP REGIONAL
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	OXBOW
	OXFORD HOUSE
	OYEN MUNI
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	PALMERSTON
	PALMERSTON (DISTRICT HOSP)
	PANGMAN
	PANGNIRTUNG
	PARADISE HILL
	PARAMOUNT BISTCHO
	PARENT
	PARRY SOUND AREA MUNI
	PARRY SOUND MEDICAL
	PATUANAK
	PAULATUK
	PEACE RIVER
	PEAWANUCK
	PEGGO DEVON CANADA
	PELEE ISLAND
	PELICAN
	PELICAN NARROWS
	PELLY CROSSING
	PEMBERTON
	PEMBROKE
	PEMBROKE (REGIONAL HOSP)
	PENDLETON
	PENTICTON
	PERTH (GREAT WAR MEM HOSP)
	PETAWAWA
	PETERBOROUGH
	PETERBOROUGH (CIVIC HOSP)
	PICKLE LAKE
	PICTON
	PIKANGIKUM
	PIKWITONEI
	PILOT BUTTE
	PINCHER CREEK
	PINCHER CREEK (HOSP)
	PINE DOCK / JACK PINE RESORT LTD
	PINEHOUSE LAKE
	PINEY / PINEY PINECREEK BORDER
	PITT MEADOWS
	PLEVNA / TOMVALE
	POINTS NORTH LANDING
	POKEMOUCHE
	POND INLET
	PONOKA (HOSPITAL & CARE CENTRE)
	PONOKA INDUSTRIAL (LABRIE FIELD)
	POPLAR HILL
	POPLAR RIVER
	PORCUPINE PLAIN
	PORTAGE LA PRAIRIE (NORTH)
	PORTAGE LA PRAIRIE / SOUTHPORT
	PORT ALBERNI (ALBERNI VALLEY REGIONAL)
	PORT ALBERNI / SPROAT LAKE TANKER BASE
	PORT ALBERNI (WEST COAST GEN HOSP)
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	PORT AU CHOIX
	PORT COLBORNE
	PORT COLBORNE (GEN HOSP)
	PORT ELGIN
	PORT ELGIN (PRYDE FIELD)
	PORTERS LAKE
	PORT HARDY
	PORT HARDY (HOSP)
	PORT HAWKESBURY
	PORT HOPE SIMPSON
	PORT McNEILL
	PORT McNEILL (HOSP)
	PORT-MENIER
	PORT PERRY (COMMUNITY MEM HOSP)
	POSTE LEMOYNE (COMPLEX LG-3)
	POSTE MONTAGNAIS (MILE 134)
	POSTVILLE
	POVERTY VALLEY
	POWELL RIVER
	POWELL RIVER (HOSP)
	PRAIRIE CREEK
	PREECEVILLE
	PRINCE ALBERT (GLASS FIELD)
	PRINCE GEORGE
	PRINCE GEORGE (NORTH CARIBOO AIR PARK)
	PRINCE GEORGE (PACIFIC WESTERN HELICOPTERS)
	PRINCE RUPERT
	PRINCE RUPERT (HOSP)
	PRINCE RUPERT (HYDRO)
	PRINCE RUPERT / SEAL COVE (COAST GUARD)
	PRINCE RUPERT / SEAL COVE (PUBLIC)
	PRINCETON
	PROVOST
	PUKATAWAGAN
	PUNTZI MOUNTAIN
	PUVIRNITUQ

	Q
	QIKIQTARJUAQ
	QUALICUM BEACH
	QUAMICHAN LAKE (RAVEN FIELD)
	QUAQTAQ
	QUÉBEC / JEAN LESAGE INTL
	QUÉBEC / BEAUPORT (HQ)
	QUÉBEC
	QUÉBEC (COAST GUARD)
	QUÉBEC (COMPLEX H)
	QUÉBEC / HÔPITAL DE L’ENFANT-JÉSUS
	QUESNEL
	QUESNEL (HOSP)
	QUESNEL LAKE
	QUILCHENA
	QUILL LAKE

	R
	RADISSON
	RADIUM HOT SPRINGS
	RADVILLE
	RAE / EDZO
	RAINBOW LAKE
	RANKIN INLET
	RED DEER FORESTRY
	RED DEER REGIONAL
	RED DEER REGIONAL HOSP CENTRE
	RED EARTH CREEK
	RED LAKE
	RED LAKE (MARGARET COCHENOUR MEM HOSP)
	RED SUCKER LAKE
	REGINA INTL
	REGINA BEACH
	RENFREW (VICTORIA HOSP)
	REPULSE BAY
	RESOLUTE BAY
	RESTON / R.M. OF PIPESTONE
	REVELSTOKE
	RICHELIEU
	RIDING MOUNTAIN
	RIGOLET
	RIMBEY
	RIMBEY (HOSPITAL & CARE CENTRE)
	RIMOUSKI
	RIMOUSKI (HYDRO-QUÉBEC)
	RIVERTON
	RIVIÈRE-AUX-SAUMONS
	RIVIÈRE BELL
	RIVIÈRE BONNARD
	RIVIÈRE-DU-LOUP
	RIVIÈRE-DU-LOUP
	RIVIÈRE ROUGE / MONT-TREMBLANT INTL INC
	ROBERVAL
	ROBLIN
	ROCANVILLE
	ROCKGLEN
	ROCKTON
	ROCKYFORD
	ROCKY MOUNTAIN HOUSE
	ROCKY MOUNTAIN HOUSE (GEN HOSP)
	RODNEY (NEW GLASGOW)
	ROLAND (GRAHAM FIELD)
	ROSENORT
	ROSETOWN
	ROSS RIVER
	ROUGEMONT
	ROUND LAKE (WEAGAMOW LAKE)
	ROUYN-NORANDA
	RUSSELL

	S
	SABLE ISLAND
	SACHIGO LAKE
	SACHS HARBOUR
	SAGARD
	SAINT JOHN
	SAINT JOHN (SAINT JOHN REGIONAL HOSPITAL)
	STE-AGATHE (AIM)
	STE-AGNÈS-DE-DUNDEE
	ST. ANDREWS (CODROY VALLEY)
	STE-ANNE-DES-MONTS
	ST-ANSELME
	ST. ANTHONY
	ST-AUGUSTIN
	ST-AUGUSTIN
	ST-BASILE (MARCOTTE)
	ST. BRIEUX
	ST-BRUNO-DE-GUIGUES
	ST. CATHARINES / NIAGARA DISTRICT
	ST-DOMINIQUE
	ST-DONAT
	ST-FERDINAND
	ST. FRANCIS
	ST. FRANÇOIS XAVIER
	ST-FRÉDÉRIC
	ST-GEORGES
	ST-HYACINTHE
	ST-JEAN
	ST-JEAN CHRYSOSTOME
	ST-JÉRÔME
	ST-JÉRÔME (HYDRO-QUÉBEC)
	ST. JOHN'S INTL
	ST. JOHN'S (UNIVERSAL)
	ST. JOSEPH ISLAND
	STE-JULIENNE
	ST-LAMBERT-DE-LAUZON
	ST. LEONARD
	ST. LEWIS (FOX HARBOUR)
	ST. LINA
	ST-LOUIS-DE-FRANCE
	STE-LUCIE-DE-BEAUREGARD
	STE-MARGUERITE
	ST-MATHIAS
	ST-MATHIAS / GRANT
	ST-MATHIEU-DE-BELOEIL
	ST-MICHEL-DE-NAPIERVILLE
	ST-MICHEL-DES-SAINTS
	ST. PAUL
	ST. PAUL
	ST-PIERRE
	ST-QUENTIN
	ST-RAYMOND / PAQUET
	STE. ROSE DU LAC
	ST. STEPHEN
	ST. THERESA POINT
	ST. THOMAS MUNI
	ST-VICTOR-DE-BEAUCE
	SALABERRY DE VALLEYFIELD
	SALLUIT
	SALMON ARM
	SANDSPIT
	SANDY BAY
	SANDY LAKE
	SANIKILUAQ
	SAN JUAN POINT (COAST GUARD)
	SARNIA (CHRIS HADFIELD)
	SASKATOON / CORMAN AIR PARK
	SASKATOON / JOHN G. DIEFENBAKER INTL
	SASKATOON / RICHTER FIELD
	SAULT STE. MARIE
	SAULT STE. MARIE
	SCHEFFERVILLE
	SCOTTSFIELD AIRPARK
	SCUM LAKE
	SECHELT-GIBSONS
	SECHELT (ST. MARY'S HOSPITAL)
	SELKIRK
	SENNETERRE
	SEPT-ÎLES
	SEPT-ÎLES (HYDRO-QUÉBEC)
	SEVOGLE
	SEXSMITH / EXETER
	SHAMATTAWA
	SHAUNAVON
	SHEDIAC BRIDGE
	SHELBURNE / BURBANK FIELD
	SHELBURNE (ROSEWAY HOSP)
	SHELLBROOK
	SHERBROOKE
	SHERBROOKE (CHUS) / FRANÇOIS DESOURDY
	SHILO
	SHILO (FLEWIN FIELD)
	SHOAL LAKE
	SHUNDA (FIRE BASE)
	SHUSWAP (SKWLAX FIELD)
	SILVER CITY
	SILVER FALLS
	SIMCOE (DENNISON FIELD)
	SIMCOE (NORFOLK GEN HOSP)
	SIOUX LOOKOUT
	SIOUX LOOKOUT
	SIOUX NARROWS
	SLATE FALLS
	SLAVE LAKE
	SMITHERS
	SMITHERS (CANADIAN)
	SMITHS FALLS (COMMUNITY HOSP)
	SMITHS FALLS-MONTAGUE (RUSS BEACH)
	SMOKY LAKE (GEORGE MCDOUGALL HEALTH CENTRE)
	SNAP LAKE
	SNARE RIVER
	SNOW LAKE
	SOMERSET
	SONORA RESORT
	SOREL
	SOURIS GLENWOOD INDUSTRIAL AIR PARK
	SOUTHAMPTON
	SOUTHEND
	SOUTH INDIAN LAKE
	SOUTH RIVER / SUNDRIDGE
	SPARWOOD / ELK VALLEY
	SPIRIT RIVER
	SPIRITWOOD
	SPRINGDALE
	SPRINGHOUSE AIRPARK
	SPRING VALLEY (NORTH)
	SPRINGWATER (BARRIE AIRPARK)
	SQUAMISH
	SQUAW RAPIDS
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